
Brownfield Chapter Annual Report - Robin Vaughan 

History of the Brownfield Chapter: 

Darrel and I started working the trails at Cole Creek Trail in the late 90s and years later 

met Lynetta Berncich who wanted to start a new chapter in Show-Me Missouri Back 

Country Horsemen (years later renamed BCHMO).  I jumped at the opportunity and the 

Brownfield Chapter was approved as a chapter in July 2011.  The main focus of the 

chapter is improving the Cole Creek Trail area and working with the U.S. Forest Service 

to maintain the trails and surrounding area to keep open for the public to enjoy.  I 

assumed all responsibilities of the chapter when Lynetta stepped down in 2013.  There 

is a lot of work and effort to maintain a chapter but I truly enjoy contributing to the 

trails.  In 2018 Darrel and I attended the Leave No Trace Master Educator Stock Course 

for BCHMO in Bishop, California, to prepare teaching the Leave No Trace Trainer Course 

(2 day train the trainer) and Leave No Trace Awareness Workshops to help make a 

positive impact in Missouri for all outdoor users.  At the 2018 BCHMO annual meeting 

Darrel was elected as BCHMO Vice President and I was appointed as the BCHMO 

Service Chair.  We enjoyed riding and working for and on the trails along with working 

in positions as volunteers with BCHMO; however, we made the decision to resign the 

state positions April 2021 due to personal reasons but continue to support the chapter 

in maintaining Cole Creek Trail. 

The Brownfield Chapter’s first event was National Public Lands Day in 2011 and each 

year since plus the chapter holds an annual membership/education meeting at a 

restaurant located in Lebanon and at least one or two other work/fun rides per year at 

Cole Creek Trail.  

Throughout the years a lot of trail work has been accomplished on foot using loppers, a 

brush cutter, and chainsaw to remove trees and large branches from all trails as well as 

work on horseback such as clipping branches, placing trail diamonds, replacing nails in 

trail diamonds, and picking up trash.  The fields trails were cut with a tractor/brush hog 

and the campground also mowed several times, trimmed, and weeds sprayed along 

with removing fallen branches/dead trees and removing trash.  Trash is also picked up 

on the gravel roads and several old dumps along the trail were removed.  Highlines, 

hitching rails, and fire pits were added to the trailhead/camping area.  The registration 

box was replaced and new information documents posted and the roof replaced on the 

bulletin board plus old dumps removed.  A few places on the trails have been rerouted 

due to erosion to provide ease of travel.  In 2019 a tornado caused the trails to be 

closed down until the chapter cleared the gravel road and trails to allow access.  Two 

trails were officially designated by the Forestry in 2014 (Red and Blue) in 2014.  The 

updates were included on the USDA site and in the Missouri Equestrian Booklet.  Ponds 

were named and markers added to the designated trails.  MTNF also conducts 



prescribed burns on specific areas and on occasion grants permission for goat grazing 

or spraying/mowing for invasive species.   

Improvements at Cole Creek in 2022: 

- Trail work was accomplished on foot using loppers, a brush cutter, and a 

chainsaw to remove trees, large branches, and limbs from all trails and to also 

remove briars 

- Maintenance work was also accomplished on horseback and on/with equipment 

- Nails were replaced in the diamond trail markers as needed and new markers 

added on the trails to make navigating easier 

- Cole Creek Trailhead/camping area was mowed, trimmed, and weeds sprayed 

several times 

- The trails through the fields were brush hogged a few times 

- The ‘Blue Trail’ field was prepared to move the staging area from the trailhead to 

the field for the annual AERC endurance ride. Brownfield Chapter members 

assisted working on the field and trails; however, the forestry cancelled the 

event due to ground conditions caused by the excessive rain 

- Tires dumped on the Cole Creek area (18 heavy semi truck tires and 14 other 

tires) were picked up and disposed of properly by chapter members and the 

MTNF provided the funds to pay for the disposal 

- Raffle tickets were sold to raise funds for the maintenance at Cole Creek (first 

drawing for a handmade baby blanket and the second drawing for 50/50 of the 

money raised)  

- A few donations were received from individuals for the chapter which were much 

needed and appreciated 

Strengths 

The strengths of the Brownfield Chapter are some dedicated members and the rapport 

created with the Mark Twain National Forest personnel.  The chapter has proven the 

capability to maintain the area and the forestry recognizes the hard work and asks for 

advice when needed along with listening to recommendations by the chapter with most 

being approved.  The chapter takes pride in the condition of the area and the numerous 

improvements and maintenance at Cole Creek Trail has resulted in more use to the area 

not only horseback riders, but hikers and bicyclists. 

During work days and throughout the year, the members of the Brownfield Chapter, 

other chapter members, and individuals volunteer their time and energy to clean up the 

area and maintain the campground, trails, and surrounding area.  The work includes 

mowing, clearing, and clipping the campground and trails, keeping the trails marked for 

easy of navigating, and picking up trash.  Work is accomplished on foot, equipment, or 

on horseback.  



Concerns 

The biggest concern for the Brownfield Chapter is retaining members and gaining new 

members…..  The volunteers of the chapter are aging and in need of younger members 

to keep the work going.  Ground work is needed and most do not have the time or not 

able to perform clearing on foot.  Most trail users do not want to get involved with 

maintenance due to lack of time or understanding the work that goes in to keeping 

trails and an area open for the public.  Another concern is the cost to volunteer…. There 

is the misconception by individuals that taxes are paid and the forestry has funds so 

why volunteer, not realizing that the majority of work is accomplished by volunteers 

that use minimal funds from the organization and the bulk from personal funds for the 

cost and personal equipment to perform the work.  Minimal budget from BCHMO 

requires the Brownfield Chapter to apply for grants and hold fund raisers.  Most 

members are older and retired so the pool to ask for donations is limited.  Another 

downfall for raising funds was the forestry cancelled the AERC endurance ride for April 

this year due to the ground conditions from excessive rain.  The chapter held a bake 

sale and raffle sells to that group in the past couple years resulting in generous 

donations.  A couple low priority issues for the chapter is the lack of volunteers 

reporting work and visitors at Cole Creek Trail not signing into the registration box 

and/or not properly using the highlines. 

BCHMO Support 

BCHMO provides the opportunity for chapters to apply for TMI funds and the Brownfield 

Chapter submitted applications with some awarded.  Without these funds the chapter 

would not be able to accomplish so many projects; however, tools are not allowed to be 

requested through TMIs.  The tools in the chapter are aging and need to be replaced or 

parts purchased to make the tools work better.  Considering most chapters have a small 

pool of ‘workers’ that use their own tools and money for volunteer work, BCHMO should 

allow more funds to chapters for repairs/parts for existing tools or replace tools as 

needed.  


